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It’s vital for all retailers to fuse together online and 

offline channels in order to create a seamless customer 

experience, but perhaps even more so for luxury brands, 

whose customers typically have a longer path to purchase. 

According to McKinsey, “On average, a luxury shopper will 

be influenced by nine points of contact with the brand he 

or she finally purchases.” Among those nine the following 

five are the must-have touchpoints for luxury brands: 

the city store, person-to-person word-of-mouth, online 

search, sales people, and brand website. Rising customer 

expectations mean that luxury brands must execute each 

of these touchpoints flawlessly. Brands are required to be 

omnipresent and accessible whenever their customers 

want to interact, which is no easy feat.

The typical tactics of discounts and coupons aren't quite on-brand. However, with a majority of sales often coming from a 

small segment of their customer base, luxury retailers are in need of ways to encourage customer frequency, recency and 

spend. In this guide, we’re taking a closer look at alternative strategies for luxury brands to leverage in order to motivate 

customers to spend more and more often.

ARE LOYALTY 
PROGRAMS 
EFFECTIVE 
FOR LUXURY 
RETAILERS?

CHOOSE YOUR 
CHANNELS 
WISELY
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Prioritize Digital

While all of your touchpoints require some TLC it may be 

prudent to prioritize your focus on the digital ones, as 

according to McKinsey, three-quarters of the total luxury 

goods market is influenced by a brand’s digital presence. 

And as Bain reported, online sales among luxury brands 

jumped 24 percent in 2017. However, the key to having a 

successful digital presence is ensuring that it is seamlessly 

integrated with your other channels, including physical 

stores. It is no longer enough to send a one-off message 

on a single channel. Marketers must continually adapt to 

channels in which customers will respond, which varies from 

customer to customer.

But Don’t Forget In-Store

In an interview with The Robin Report, Neiman Marcus 

CEO Karen Katz said, “We have 70 percent of our business 

in brick and mortar, and we are believers that stores 

are going to make a difference. But stores need to be 

reinvented.  They are going to need a more pronounced 

social interactive quality, with more emphasis on the service 

experience in the store.”

Now, a successful in-store strategy depends on creating 

digitally connected experiences. As Katz explained, “A large 

percentage of our customers do research online first and 

then come into the store. Or they’re receiving information 

from our sales associates who are all powered up with 

iPhones and our internally developed sales associate 

apps. Or they are receiving texts and emails from our sales 

associates with product suggestions based on what they 

have bought in the past.”

Tier-Based

+ Program is comprised of different Tiers, determined 

by how much a customer has spent. The program will 

offer different benefits and rewards based on Tier.

Brand Alignment

+ Create a differentiated program that’s difficult   

to replicate.

Emotionally Connected

+ Create a program experience that fulfills the 

emotional needs within luxury. These include 

personal connection, convenience, recognition & 

status, and exclusivity.

Employee Friendly

+ Ensure in-store employees have the ability to 

exceed the confines of the program structure at  

their discretion.

Data Driven

+ Deliver personalization that conveys an 

understanding of the customer lifestyle, as well as 

individual preferences, through robust data capture 

beyond merely transactional behaviors.

Focus on Lifetime Value

+ Increase overall spend by way of frequency, cross-

category and cross channel shopping.

+ Program should overlay with PLCC and drive more 

value to PLCC customers (often the best customers).

+ Cultivate long-term value within a younger 

Millennial demographic (Forbes reported that 

Millennials and Generation Z will make up 45% of the 

global personal luxury goods market by 2025).

YOUR LOYALTY 
PROGRAM 
FOUNDATION
Luxury brands are rightfully skeptical about how 

applicable and relevant traditional loyalty programs 

are to their customers and brand image. We’ve 

outlined a few guiding principles for luxury loyalty 

programs below.
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It’s not uncommon for the majority of a luxury retailer’s 

business to come from merely 20% of their entire customer 

base. As a result, many are focused on increasing the 

frequency and spend of this segment. How do they do it? 

Luxury loyalty programs are all about rewarding customers 

by adding value, rather than slashing price. Here are a  

few suggestions:

Socialize

McKinsey reported that about 80 percent of luxury 

consumers use social media on a monthly basis, 50 percent 

on a weekly basis and more than 25 percent on a daily basis. 

These consumers aren’t just mindlessly scrolling either; 

they’re actively sharing photos, videos, product reviews or 

re-posting other user’s content. Millennials like a brand more 

when that brand uses social media, according to Deloitte. 

This is important because social interactions with a brand 

can be a great way to start the customer journey and plant 

the seeds of loyalty.

VIP Experiences

Buy-one-get-one? Not so much. Instead, send your top-

spending customers invites to exclusive events, such as a 

new store opening or fashion show, and give them access to 

special services like alterations, personal shopping, etc. at no 

additional charge.

LOYALTY STRATEGIES FOR 
LUXURY RETAILERS

4

Make Shoppers’ Lives Easier

When designing a loyalty program for luxury shoppers it’s 

critical to empower and activate your store associates and 

customer service personnel with the data they need to deliver 

an exceptional shopping experience. For example: leveraging 

location data, Nordstrom gives in-store employees the ability 

to track when a shopper who reserved clothes online through 

the app is on their way, so that the associate can prepare 

a fitting room with the customer’s merchandise before the 

customer arrives.

Top-to-Bottom Personalization

Incentives and recommendations are only useful if they appeal 

to the customer. Taking your best guess on what an individual 

might be inclined to purchase won’t cut it. Instead, leverage 

your customer daa (which is hopefully stored in a dynamic 

customer profile that’s updated in real time) to deliver highly 

personalized recommendations based on past purchases and 

activity. The right product offering + the right incentive = more 

incremental activity.

The traditional way of thinking about loyalty is out of style, 

and never really fit luxury brands anyway. In order for luxury 

brAnds to increase spend among their best customers, they 

must ensure they have the right resources (this means both 

technology and people) in place to provide an incredible, 

tailor-made experience across all their touchpoints.
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TECHNOLOGY
Many elements of a healthy, omnichannel loyalty strategy requires an investment in technology that enables luxury retailers to 

gain a 360-degree view of their customers that makes data actionable in real time. Most luxury retailers today don’t have the 

right systems in place to achieve this view or execute campaigns with the level of personalization that their customers demand. 

There are a lot of vendors out there -- many of whom claim to deliver this coveted single customer view; however, customer 

data and engagement platforms take it a few steps further. As a luxury marketer, you may have vetted loyalty providers; you 

may have vetted CDP vendors; you may have vetted messaging vendors; and more. The unique advantage of a customer data 

and engagement platform is that it fuses CDP, loyalty, offers and campaigns all in one package.

Below we’ll walk through the ways that luxury retailers can leverage a customer data and engagement platform to ultimately 

drive better customer interactions and experience for deeper brand loyalty.

http://www.sessionm.com
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USE CASES

E-COMMERCE PURCHASES

Personalized Offers Use Case

You want to send personalized offers to customers to 

encourage them to purchase merchandise from your brand’s 

website or mobile app based on a customer’s purchases and 

engagement patterns.

How Can a Customer Data and Engagement Platform Help?

A customer data and engagement platform can enable this by 

sending a push notification or email to profiles that have never 

made an e-commerce purchase displaying a personalized 

offer (for example, something related to a brand or product 

category affinity) in the mobile app via mobile inbox, push 

notification, SMS or in a feed.

A customer data and engagement platform can enable this by 

sending a push notification or email to profiles that have never 

made an e-commerce purchase displaying a personalized 

offer (for example, something related to a brand or product 

category affinity) in the mobile app via mobile inbox, push 

notification, SMS or in a feed.

Customer data and engagement platforms can also 

understand specific purchase behaviors and add increased 

detail to a consumer’s single, cross-channel profile. For 

example, the customer data and engagement platform can 

understand and add a brand affinity like Balenciaga, a specific 

category like shoes, or sizing like size 10 Balenciaga shoes. 

Customer data and engagement platforms can leverage 

machine learning algorithms to take historical purchase data 

and calculate the next best offer, or products a consumer is 

most likely to purchase. 

You could then create campaigns within the customer data 

and engagement platform to send offers to a user based on 

the calculated values.

Abandoned Cart Offers Use Case

You want to send personalized engagements to consumers 

that have added an item to their cart, but have not completed 

their purchase.
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How Can a Customer Data and Engagement Platform Help?

A customer data and engagement platform can enable this 

by sending a push notification or email to profiles that have 

not completed their e-commerce purchase with an offer for 

an item related to previous purchases or monitor those offers 

and take additional actions based on results. You can mark 

each profile as responding to the offer or sending follow 

up communication or another offer to profiles that haven’t 

responded after a certain number of days.

The customer data and engagement platform would ingest 

a signal that a customer has abandoned an e-commerce 

purchase cart. Then, your pre-configured rules within the 

customer data and engagement platform can use a number 

of profile attributes to determine the right offer. Examples 

could include LTV, RFM values, status, geography, etc. These 

rules could also take into account inventory levels for a 

specific item. For example, offer a VIP invite to an exclusive 

store opening if the customer’s LTV is over $20k, or give a 

complimentary personal shopping consultation if the person 

hasn’t made a purchase in the previous six months.

Customer data and engagement platforms are meant to 

communicate within the right delivery channel. This could be 

an email, an SMS, a push notification, an in-app message or 

custom content displayed when a customer logs back in via 

web or some combination of the above. The customer data 

and engagement platform can ingest the activity information 

(including when a purchase has been completed) from all 

channels. If the user has not completed a purchase within a 

specified time period then a series of follow up engagements 

could be executed.

IN-STORE PURCHASES

Real-Time On-Premise Offers Use Case You want to send 

personalized, real-time offers to drive customers to make a 

purchase at the most appropriate retail location while they’re 

on premise.

How Can a Customer Data and Engagement Platform Help?

A customer data and engagement platform can enable you 

to send personalized offers to drive customers to make a 

purchase at a retail location much in the same way that one 

can help send personalized offers to drive customers for 

e-commerce purchases. Campaigns can be created within the 

customer data and engagement platform to send offers 
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through any or all appropriate channels to the customer using 

the calculated values.

The additional element of a campaign in an in-store scenario 

is that offer codes can be uniquely generated and tied to a 

customer profile with redemption being verified at the POS 

and tied back to the customer profile for attribution and 

campaign completion metrics.

REAL-TIME ENGAGEMENTS

Custom Content Use Case

You want to display content within the brand’s app that is 

relevant to the end user based on what is known about   

that user.

How Can a Customer Data and Engagement Platform Help?

A customer data and engagement platform can enable 

this by showing all content in a custom feed, weighting 

certain content higher as it pertains to customer behaviors, 

preferences, or attributes. Customer data and engagement 

platforms integrate with a CMS, allowing the platform to ingest 

links to content along with metadata. Marketers can build 

rules within the customer data and engagement platform that 

match profile data with content metadata. For example: if a 

consumer’s brand preferences include Stella McCartney, then 

weigh Stella McCartney content higher in the feed.

As consumers log into the website or the mobile app all 

content rules are executed in real time and delivered. This 

includes links to content within your brand’s CMS system. 

Customer Data and Engagement Platforms for Deeper Loyalty 

(and Revenues) Customer data and engagement platforms 

enable luxury retailers to expand beyond loyalty that is 

solely based on the total amount of a transaction. With data 

streaming in from various in-house and 3rd party systems, 

brands can set up loyalty campaigns with diverse outcomes, 

such as points, notifications, upsells and more, to respond 

to customer behaviors across all channels whether in-store, 

online, or in-app.
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